Poetry Pen Pals
poem
rhythm rhyme
imagination image
January 21, 2004
Dear Amy,
Hi! How are you? I am starting to enjoy my new home in
Pennsylvania, but I still miss Hillside Elementary very much.
I also miss the warm weather! I have been writing a lot
since we moved. I am sending you a
to read
that I wrote a few months ago. I tried to make the last word
in each line
, but sometimes the words were
too unusual. The poem is about taking a walk in the winter,
and I tried to create the
and sound of feet
walking in crunchy snow. My favorite
is of
the snow swirling around the streetlights. I would love to
hear what you think about it. I found out that writing
poetry takes a lot of creativity and
! Please let
me know if you like it. I miss you!
Your friend,
Wendy
Write a short reply from Amy to Wendy, using each of the
vocabulary words at least once.
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Poetry Pen Pals
poem
rhythm rhyme
imagination image
January 21, 2004
Dear Amy,
Hi! How are you? I am starting to enjoy my new home in
Pennsylvania, but I still miss Hillside Elementary very much.
I also miss the warm weather! I have been writing a lot
poem
since we moved. I am sending you a
to read
that I wrote a few months ago. I tried to make the last word
rhyme
in each line
, but sometimes the words were
too unusual. The poem is about taking a walk in the winter,
rhythm
and I tried to create the
and sound of feet
image
walking in crunchy snow. My favorite
is of
the snow swirling around the streetlights. I would love to
hear what you think about it. I found out that writing
imagination
poetry takes a lot of creativity and
! Please let
me know if you like it. I miss you!
Your friend,
Wendy
Write a short reply from Amy to Wendy, using each of the
vocabulary words at least once.
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